A novel model-gel-tissue assay analysis for comparing tumor elastic properties to collagen content.
In previous work, a new assay was realized for determining soft-tissue mechanical properties. The method, named the model-gel-tissue (MGT) assay, couples material testing with a finite element model built from a micro-CT image acquisition of a gel-embedded tissue specimen to determine its mechanical properties. Given recent reports demonstrating that increased stromal collagen promotes mammary tumor initiation and proliferation, in this paper, the MGT assay is used to evaluate the modulus of murine mammary tumors and is subsequently correlated quantitatively to type I collagen content. In addition, preliminary testing of the assay sensitivity with respect to gel-volume to tissue-mass ratio is reported here. The results demonstrate a strong linear correlation between tumor mechanical properties and collagen content (R (2) = 0.9462). This result is important because mechanical stiffness as provided by the MGT assay is very similar to parameters under clinical investigation using elastographic imaging techniques. The sensitivity tests indicated that an approximate gel-volume to tissue-mass ratio threshold of 16.5 ml g(-1) is needed for successful analysis. This is an important result in that it presents guideline constraints for conducting this analysis.